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The Bible
and geology
Earth Heritage is a twice-yearly journal produced for the
geological and landscape conservation community by English
Nature. Scottish Natural Heritage. the
Countryside Council for Wales and The Royal
Society for Nature Conservation. We would
like to thank all those who have assisted with the preparation of the magazine. However. the
opinions expre.ssed by the contributors are not necessarily those of the above organisations.

ELCOME ro the millennium issue of
Earth Heritage t 1 must admit 1 was somewhat
sceptical about having a millennium issue 
after all, Earth scientists are used to the
imponderable vastness of geological time, Gild
2,000 years is really no more than a blink of the
eyelid! Then 1 realised that without the
'Millennium Issue' tag, we would have been
forced to resort to Issue 13 - not a good number
to start my Managing Editorship with, I thought t
We hope .you will find this issue packed with
interesting stuff. It's particularly good to see
RIGS developing at a UK level and the
publication of the RIGS Handbook - a handv
compendium of 'who's who' and 'what's what'
(and much more).
Two articles reflect current concerns abOl1f
human impact on climate change and our natural
environment.
Simon COlllvay Morris provides us with a
stimulating account of 10 of geology's most
important developments, while Michael Roberts
investigates the Christian roots of geology, in
true millennium spirit.
The increasingly high profile of Earth
heritage issues is reflected in a report on the new
Dynamic Earth centre in Edinburgh and in
English Nalllre's new conservation strategy,
while John Mason tells us what it's really like
investigating metal mine sites in Wales, day in,
day out!
Finally, the Earth Heritage production team
would like to thank Rob Threadgould for all his
hard work as Managing Editor over the last five
issues and wish him well in his pastures new!

Stewart Campbell,
MOl/llging EdiTOr
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Education idea GELs
The idea of Geological Education
Localities (GELs) - areas that are
accessible and suitable for outdoor
studies grew from collecting
information about RIGS by the
Cumbria RIGS Group.
While the Group has established a RIGS
database. it has also received information
on accessible sites containing good
geological examples that do not qualify as
RIGS because they duplicate geology
notified elsewhere. This has led us to
thinking about a second geodatabase to
supplement the existing RIGS list.
The RIGS list has been submitted to the
local planning office and, for educational
visitors and the general public, we also
make leaflets on accessible RIGS available
at Tyllie House Museum, Carlisle.
We have determined that our new database
will include accessible SSSI and limestone
pavement sites so local schools and
colleges will have a complete list of the
best available sites in Cumbria. including
information on parking and toilets.
As student panies travel to Cumbria from
throughout the UK, we plan to include
geomorphological features such as soils
and drumlin fields that can be referred
to/visited en route to other localities. We
know that schools on limited budgets tend
to concentrate their efforts near their
accommodation, so we are listing the
infonnation under four regional sectors and
endeavouring to provide a range of
important geological and geomorph
ological features in each area.
The data are held on a IOkm grid
reference that can then be used to access
sites close to each other, so they can be
visited easily in a day. GEL proposal and
locality guides should be 'user-friendly'
and include aspects on health and safety
risk assessment to be filled in prior to a
visit.
We are now trying to raise local schools'
awareness of the GEL data and RIGS in
general. In the near future we shall develop
town trails and competitions.
GELs lists will eventually be available
from Tyllie House Museum and be put on
the county's Genesis network of computers
so that they are available to all connected
schools and libraries. We may also provide
each library with a file for public use.
GELs will also be available on our Web
address (www.lake-district.gov.uk/rigs/)
or from Lake District National Park
Education Service. along with our
published booklets on the Eden Valley,

Keswick. Whitbarrow Tarn
of
Landscapes
We hope -(; stage teacher' field days
explaining how RIGS and GELs can be
used in the National Curriculum and use
the Earth Science Teachers' Association
journal to contact teaching staff who may
use or be able to add further localities to the
lists.
Can such a scheme be implemented
elsewhere in the UK among RIGS groups?
Would it be useful') I would appreciate your
views. Are there any further ideas to help
disseminate our work') Or. if you have
knowledge of possible RIGS/GEL sites in
Cumbria. we would be pleased to hear from
you.

Tania Stott,
Chair. Cumbria RIGS Group

Sites that could GEL with the public:
Armathwaite Dyke and waterfall, in the Eden
Valley (top) and fossit-rich limestone at
Dunnerholme Point, South Lakes.
(Photos by Tania Stott)

RIGS Association
on the right track
The second annual RIGS conference held
at University College, Worcester in
September saw the UK movement come of
age with the emergence of the Association
of UK RIGS Groups (UK RIGS).
The RIGS member groups have formally
adopted the 'mission statement' and
constitution which the 1998 inaugural
conference had instructed a UK RIGS
Steering Committee to prepare.
The Association is pledged to encourage the
appreciation, conservation and promotion of
RIGS for education and public benefit. This
will be achieved by providing a wider British
Isles perspective, by co-ordinating fund
raising and recording standards. A further
central theme will be collaboration with other
organisations at a national level on behalf of
the RIGS groups.
Constitutional business inevitably bracketed
two days of geoconservation presentations
and field visits.
The conference began with the Steering
Group report delivered by its Chairman, Mick
Stanley. The Association of UK RIGS Groups
came into formal existence on the 17 June
1999 with a unanimously signed and agreed
constitution. The conference recorded its
appreciation of the work of Steering Group
members and its secretary, Vicky Mason. UK
RIGS held its first AGM and elected its
Executive Committee: Dr Ken Addison,
chairman (Gwynedd & Mon), Keith Williams,
treasurer (Lancashire), Vicky Mason,
secretary (Nottinghamshire) and executive
members Mike Brown (Lothian & Borders),
Dr Cynthia Burek (NE Wales), Alan Cutler
(Black Country Geological Society), John
Reynolds (Staffordshire) and Tania Stott
(Cumbria).
Both sessions witnessed passionate and not
always pretty debate on the future direction of
UK RIGS. Indeed, the Executive Committee
was elected only after the diplomatic

Two grants schemes may help RIGS groups
meet the costs of various practical site
schemes.
English Nature will launch a Biodiversity
Grants Scheme in April aimed at halting and
reversing the decline of priority habitats.The
plan is to involve community groups,
individuals, conservation bodies and
academic institutes in delivering national
priorities through local action.
Applications from research projects and on
the-ground actions are welcome (the grant

Memories from the UK RIGS
Association AGM and
conference: the field trip to
Bredon Hill (left), delegates
in session (inset far left), and
one of the posters displayed,

Ken Addison

bringing home the

Chainnall, UK RIGS and

enthusiasm for RIGS and

Mick Stanley

Earth science.

Earth Science Managel; RSNC

(Photos by Andrew
Krasinski and Gordon

withdrawal
of
Mark
Campbell
(Gloucestershire) and then Mick Stanley (East
Yorkshire) as candidates for Chairman. Much
hinged on the extent to which the grass-roots
RIGS movement should become independent
of early nurture provided by RSNC. The
judicious insertion of successful buffet
suppers accompanied by wine provided an
excellent foi I to fiery debate, creating a
welcome opportunity for delegates to
network. Peter Oliver and his team at
University College are to be congratulated for
this and all other organisational aspects of the
conference.

Smithies)

visions

On the first afternoon, Duncan Friend
(Rockwatch) suggested that a closer working
relationship between RIGS and Rockwatch
would certainly help both projects.
Lance Woodman (University College,
Worcester) demonstrated to delegates how to
produce a web site, what to put on it, and how
to KISS - Keep It Simple Stupid l Specimens,
whether of museum quality or not, deserve to
be given adequate care and attention and Peter
Crowther (Ulster Museum) implored us to
make sure that the storage conditions were
correct.

The altemative afternoon was a field trip to
Bredon Hill to view from close quarters an
active slip confined to a specific cell. It was
evident even without rain to lubricate.
Photographs taken over the past 30 years were
testament enough to the activity. Les MorriS
(Herefordshire & Worcestershire RIGS) has
kept up his enthusiasm for painstaking
research all that time I
The day was further enlivened by the progress
reports from England .and Nonhern Ireland.
Questions were raised from the floor resulting
from a poorly understood funding history.
Many delegates were left totally bemused as
to the future and indeed the past.
The wines on offer in the evening gave all a
taste of good quality at an affordable price.
The atmosphere provided a chance to learn
more about each other's points of view and

will be specifically relevant to priority
habitats such as limestone pavements, chalk
downland and streams, peat land, karst and
cliff habitats and tufa formations).

across the British Isles. Applications are
invited for grants of up to £2,000. Any local
RIGS group with its own bank account can
apply.

For further information, contact Dave
Stone at English Nature's head office,
telephone 01733 455000.

The total fund limit is £50,000, which will be
distributed in two rounds of £25,000. The
closing date for the first round is 25 February
2000 and the second round deadline is 25
August.

RSNC RIGS SMALL PAYMENTS SCHEME
The Royal Society for Nature Conservation
has launched a new fund for RIGS projects

the

future.

Day two broke with Janet Hooke (British
Geomorphological
Research
Group)
championing
the
need
to
identify
geomorphological sites and to persuade
geographers to join the RIGS movement:
there are 13,000 members of The Royal
Geographical Association alone I J anet also
reported on the development of Shoreline
Management Plans and the success of these in
helping to conserve active processes in coastal
cells around Britain.

The Association wisely avoided potentially
damaging splits by ejecting an Executive
Committee dedicated to tapping RSNC's
experience whilst developing its own strong
national identity.
Fireworks apart, the conference addressed
major geoconservation issues. A selies of
invited presentations and related field trips led
by Les Morris (active slope failure on Bredon
Hill) and Eric Robinson (Worcester city
geological trail) examined Best Practice and
Recording and Protecting Landscapes.

for

The money has been made available from
Landfill Tax credits, but it is not essential for
projects to be registered with ENTRUST. All

Derek McDougall (University College,
Worcester) propounded new ideas about the
erosion of the Lake District by ice sheets
during the Loch Lomond Stadial and MUlTay
Gray (Queen Mary & Westfield College,
London) talked of local distinctiveness and
sustainable development. He spoke of
landform conservation and the great need to
maintain the integrity of the wider
countryside. He holds that bunding must take
account of landform and be sympathetic and
that lakes and ponds should be circular or oval
and not square. Natural Areas profiles,
promoted and produced by English Nature,
are
dominated
by
biodiversity
not
geodiversityl Eanh heritage still tends to look
at sites when it should view the countryside as
a whole.
The Recording and Protecting Landscapes

projects must be site-based and must be within
10 miles of an active registered landfill site 
a requirement of Landfill Tax regulations.
The Hanson Environment Fund, with third
pany funders Shell UK and Wildlife Travel,
are keen to see what progress RIGS groups
can make locally.

More information is available from the
Earth science team, RSNC, The Kiln,
Mather Road, Newark, NG24 1WT, 01636
670000, fax 670001, e-mail: rigs@
rsnc.cix.co.uk, web: www.rigs.org

session continued with staff from the
Environment Agency reviewing the RIGS
element in the River Habitats Survey.
Cynthia Burek looked at our fragile heritage
in limestone pavements. The scale of damage
reported bears tragic testimony to the
ineffective laws which are supposed to protect
the pavements. What is really needed is a
broader marketing plan designed to raise the
public's awareness of the fragility of the
geomorphological resource.

Leys for Scotland brought delegates up to date
with progress in their respective countries.
A lively AGM completed a hectic two days.
Delegates left Worcester with a new
enthusiasm for UK RIGS and a determination
to ensure its development.

• Proceedings from the conference cost
£7.50 plus £2 p+p. Order from the

Herefordshire and Worcestershire RIGS
Group, Geological Records Centre,
University College Worcester, Henwick
Grove, Worcester WR2 6Aj.

Finally, the .JChaeological exp·erience using
'11"01905855184.
the 'developer pays' principle enshrined in the
planning guidance notes of PPG 16 should be
attained for RIGS. Malcolm Atkin's
(Worcestershire Archaeological Service)
remarks struck home with those present when
he
further
highlighted
the
ridiculous situation
where the use of OS
maps has to be
licensed at great
expense
when
public money has
already been used to
The first chairman of the Association of UK RIGS Groups. Dr Ken
create them.
Addison. is Senior Lecturer in the School of Applied Sciences,
On
the
final
Wolverhampton University and Fellow of St Peter's College.
morning, before the
Oxford Uni\/ersily.
AGM, Tony Rogers
A Quaternary specialist. geoconservation features strongly in his
for Wales and Kath
teaching and research. His publications include articles for Earth
Heritage. Field Guides and co-authored work with colleagues in
Countryside Council for Wales. for whom he has also conducted
RIGS-centred contract research.
His RIGS activities focus on Wales. where he was inaugural
chairman of Gwynedd RIGS (1993-1997) and chaired the newly
formed AWRG (Association of Welsh RIGS Groups) in 1995.
AWRO's early recognition that the local and regional basis of RIGS
activity also required a national identity in certain strategic areas
most notably funding, collaboration with statutory conservation
agencies and other nationally organised bodies such as The \Vildlife
Trusts and RSNC - drives his comm.itment to UK RIGS.
He argued for a strong, UK-wide RIGS-run body at the 1998
Worcester Conference and subsequently the UK RIGS Steering
Group. His Chairmanship is committed to developing existing links
with RSNC whilst establishing UK RIGS as a respected partner of
the statutory agencies, government and planning system to secure
long-term support for the RIGS movement.
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New arrivals
English Nature h~ a new geologist! Mick
Murphy joined the team in the summer of
1999 as Petrologist and Minerals Advisor.
covering mineralogy, igneous. metamorphic,
structural and Precambrian sites.
Mick took his first degree at University
College Dublin. before mo\'ing to Bristol to
take on a PhD working on volcanoes in the
southern Andes. Follo\\ing on from this he
stayed at Bristol University to work on the
active Montserrat Volcano.
His role at Engli<;h Nature may not involve the
same degree of travel and danger a<; his
previous experiences. but may be equally
challenging! Aside from casewurk relating
directly to his special ism. Mick will be
developing English Nature's Earth heritage
intranet site. working on the English Nature
Site Enhancement Project and developing
new areas of work with the minerals industry.
Mick can be contacted at English Nature.
Northminstcr House. Peterborough. PE) IUA
('11" 01733 455216).
Mick Stanley joined RSNC ill July as Earth
Science Manager after taking early retirement
from his post as Head of Kingston upon Hull
City Museums and Galleries. Throughout
most of his 30 year career in museums, Mick
has been associated with Earth science
conservation. As onc of the architects of the
National Scheme for Geological Site
Documentation he h!ll> worked to co-ordinate
it for the past 20 yean.. He is a past chairman
of the Conservation Commillee of the
Geological Society and the Geological
Curators Group. His vision has always been
one of an holistic approach to nature
conservation. trying 10 ensure a co-ordinated
linking of geologica'" biological and historical
aspects to make a coherent picture.
Ruth Capper joins the
RSNC as Earth Science
Co-ordinator.
Ruth
holds an MSc in
enviromental pollution
control. Amongst her
previous
challenges
Ruth includes encour
aging Fenland famlers
to see the benefit~ and
potential of environmental protection and a
year or so of voluntary environmental activity
around the UK.

Factsheets give the
lowdown on
Landfill Tax
The Shell Beller Britain Campaign has
produced a series of factsheets on subjects
ranging from the Landfill Tax Credit Scheme
to the SBBC Community Projects Fund.
The sheets are available from SBBC, King
Edward House, 135a New Street,
Birmingham B2 4QJ, '11" 0121 2485900.
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Slog behind
TV triumph
Getting Earth science on TV - how difficult
could it be? DUNCAN FRIEND, RSNC
officer for Rockwatch, the club for young
geologists, gives his account of the steps
involved in bringing a programme to air.
Anyone who has an inkling for a television
series with geological content must be
prepared for a long hard slog. The glimmer of
an idea is followed by frenzied scribbling of
letters and then a catalogue of setbacks and
disappointments. Finally, five long years later,
a 13 part series airs on the BBC.

The months passed and 'Dinosaur Detectives'
was moved up to Category Level I. This was
good news. It's TV parlance for 'will probably
make it'. Then after years of waiting, the
greatest triumph - a TV series \vas
COMMISSIONED I
It took another year to prepare for the
shooting. Programme titles had to be chosen.
the content of each episode finalised,
locations checked, sets designed, costumes
made and presenters picked. Finally, the
filming got under way.

In 1994, a fun series on Earth science for
children was devised. In evolutionary terms
the idea went through many transformations.
It was initially championed by two
independent television companies, then it was
taken up and dropped by ITV before finally
the BBC showed an interest.

How much control do you get? The answer is
very little, but the key is to get a producer who
is at least prepared to listen to what you have
to say about the scripts. As a matter of course
with the BBC, you sign away any rights that
you might have to the series but you do get
paid. It's best to haggle over this l

The current editor of Blue Peter saw the
potential but added a twist. 'We have done
some research and dinosaurs appear to be
central to an eight to 10 year old's world 
cou Id you put your efforts into a series on
dinosaurs?'

Any regrets? It would have been great to be
inv.olved in the actual filming but as a busy
Rockwatch officer it was impractical. The
best bit? Getting Rockwatch members
involved in the role of UK Dinosaur
Detecti ves and seeing them on the small
screen. They had a great time filming and they
did Rockwatch proud I

And so the 'Dinosaur Detectives' was born.
The premise was simple. Young detectives
from around the world search for clues to the
big questions about dinosaurs and report back
to a central control. This proposal was
assessed along with 600 others. Thankfully
the project made it through to the last 12.

Beaches and shingle ridges play an important
role in the coastal and ecological dynamics of
our shoreline. They defend against coastal
erosion, act as research laboratories and they
are in themselves an important habitat.
Collecting material from beaches and shingle
ridges is increasing, with the renewed interest
in gardening and DIY programmes promoting
the use of smooth and rounded pebbles for
1001 uses.
The beach at Crackington Haven, Cornwall
comprises dark grey, rounded shale pebbles
with veins of quartz. The remov'al of material
from the beach has sparked concerns over
increased erosion of the cliff line, resulting in
damage to a Site of Special Scientific Interest
and local properties. Pebbles are being
removed by the bucket load and there have
even been incidents reported of car and trailer
loads being taken from the site.
In an interview with The Times, Tony Herr,
Chairman of St Gennys Parish Council, was
reported saying: 'Many of the visitors don't
realise that it is a criminal offence to remove
shingle from the beach. We have certainly
noticed an increase in the quantity
disappearing as a result of the popularity of

If you would like further details about
Rockwarch contact RSNC at, The Kiln,
Waterside, Mather Road, Newark. NG24
1WT,
'11"
01636
670000,
e-mail:
rockwatch@rsnc.cix.co.uk

TV gardening programmes and magazines
suggesting using pebbles as a feature or to
cover the ground and control weeds.'
A leaflet aimed at those collecting pebbles
from the beach at Crackington Haven has
been produced by North Cornwall Districl
Council, with support from the St Gennys
Parish Council, the Cornwall landscape
Project and English Nature. The leaflet aims
to educate people about the importance of the
beach both as a designated SSSI, an important
area for geological research and as a natural
barrier protecting the settlement.

Dinosaur detectives at work... closely watched by a film crew. (Photo by Duncan Friend/RSNC)

Scots hail geology
promotion success
Scottish Geolog)' Week was again a great
success. More than 50 events, from walks
and illustrated talks to exhibitions, were
held between 10-19 September.
Professor Aubrey Manning. star of BBC's
Earth Story. launched the week's events
with characteristic flourish and enthusiasm.
The recently completed Dynamic Earth
visitor attraction (see page 20) provided the
perfect backdrop for the open-air launch.
Children from around the Edinburgh area
had been working for weeks to construct a
geological map of Scotland. On the day.
they held their sections aloft to create a map
of their whole country. The press looked on
as the pieces of the jigsaw were assembled.

ucots RIGS deL5ils

The individual events took place
throughout Scotland. An exhibition of local
minerals, rocks and fossils took place in
Golspie. Sutherland; visitors were invited
to explore a self-guided geology trail
around the National Museum of Scotland
and the Quarry Products Association hosted
school visits to mineral extraction sites
The
British
throughout
Scotland.
Geological Survey had an "open house"
day when interactions with earthquakes,
volcanoes. oil exploration and more were
on otTer. Those with more cultured tastes
were treated to a range of films "with a
loosely geological theme" at the National
Museum of Scotland.

Kath Leys, Scottish RIGS development
officer has new contact details. She is
available most weekdays through Scottish
Natural Heritage on '11" 01314462451, or via
e-mail: kathleys@cix.co.uk

There were walks and talks aplenty on a
wide range of subjects and at a variety of
locations. David MacAdam. recently
retired from BGS. led the Blackford Hill
fire and ice walk. whilst Kate Sampson, a

IGS cO'lference 2000
The third UK RIGS conference will be held
from 30 August - 2 September 2000 at
Newton Rigg College, Penrith, Cumbria.
Further details in the next Earth Heritage.

ranger from the National Trust for
Scotland. took a trip back in time to look at
the rocks and landscapes of Brodick
Country Park on Arran. Neil Clark, from
the Hunterian Museum, answered questions
on dinosaurs and other topics from
cyberspace whilst AlIison Graham, West
Dunbarton Council, was on hand to do the
same at Dumbarton Library' The Back in
Time Bus which travelled the globe. but did
not leave the car park at Chapel of Garioch,
near Inverurie, sent kids on an imaginary
journey back through time to collect rocks
and fossils.
And finally. the nation was invited to vote
for the most scenic beach in Scotland on the
SNH web site at www.snh.org.uk.No
Caribbean holiday on offer for the winner,
just a framed print of the beach that tops the
polls.
A word about our sponsors. Lasmo Oil and
Blue Circle Industries plc supported
Scottish Geology Week for a second time.
Quarry Products Association joined our list
of sponsors for this event. Dynamic Earth,
Hunterian Museum, National Museums of
Scotland and BGS provided invaluable
111
the
planning
and
assistance
administration of the week of activities,
without which SGW '99 would not have
taken place. We thank them all and look
forward to doing it all again in September
200 I' See you there!

Alan McKirdy
Chairman of Scottish Geology Week '99
Organising Committee

An intimate gathering of RIGS group
members at the Association of Welsh RIGS
Groups Forum, Cardiff, in September,
sampled the delights of Earth science
presentation and promotional techniques.
The event was delivered by museum staff
and hosted by the National Museums and
Galleries of Wales in Cardiff. The excellent
'Evolution of Wales' exhibition was part of
the programme as was a lunchtime 'building
stone' walkabout. Sunday's field trip enjoyed
bright sunshine as participants were led
around an existing geology trail near
Ogmore-by-Sea on the Vale of Glamorgan.

Parys Mountain
The one time largest copper mine in the
world has taken on a new lease of life. Along
with nearby Porth Amlwch it's being
transfonned into a tourist attraction. The
development will feature a small exhibition
centre at the harbour and a trail along the old
mine workings. A trail leaflet is available to
explain the archaeology and guide the visitor
around this amazing geological feature,
which has left such a telling legacy of past
human endeavour. The previously perceived
eyesore was snatched from the jaws of late
20'" century mineral exploitation and is a
fascinating example of modern land use.

National Ejsteddfod
Welsh RIGS groups are fighting off winter
torpor and laying down ambitious plans for a
new project. The scheme will involve a
.RIGS exhibition aimed at promoting Earth
Science Conservation at the forthcoming
National Eisteddfod of Wales at Llanelli.

Get organisirg '
There's still plenty of time to organise an
event for National Science Week, running
between March 17 and 26.
This nationwide programme provides a
locus for enthusiasts who organise
thousands of events aimed at sharing
enthllsiasm, knowledge and skills with
more than a million people.
Anyone keen to organise an event should
contact Maria Roy, National Science Week
officer, British Association lor the
Advancement of Science, 23 Savile Row,
l London W1 X 2NB (n 0171 973 3074) lor
:,'Iurlher details.

Figure 1 (le H): A/ley, R & P Clark.
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Now, however, another revolution is
taking
place
as
millennial-scale
frequencies are being discovered. The main
illustration on these pages shows a variety
of climate signals for the last 80 ka that
may also be taken as representative of
earlier glacial cycles.
The SPECMAP signal is a global
synthesis of oxygen isotope stratigraphy. It
shows large ice v61umes for the last glacial
maximum at 20 ka (Late Devensian ice
sheet at its greatest extent) and deglaciation
of that ice sheet, leading to the present
(Holocene) interglacial. Insolation shows
that temperature led ice volume and the
Milankovitcfi pacings (cycles) are also
evident.
The Greenland Ice Sheet Project 2
(GISP2) is the oxygen isotope record of

tomp"""" ch"",, " th, "mmi< of ""

Greenland ice sheet. It shows that the
orbital record is overprinted by changes in
climate on millennial timescales. Major
changes in temperature occur within only
10 years. The peaks correspond with
interstadials and the troughs with stadials.
Some interstadials are known in the British
Isles, but many more remain to be
discovered. The Younger Dryas is
prominent, as well as the immediately
preceding interstadials when the Loch
Lomond ice cap and cirque glaciers grew.
The signal is grouped into small packages
of saw-toothed cycles when temperatures
as well as atmospheric carbon dioxide
changed in a square wave fashion. Similar
variability is shown in Antarctic ice cores
such as the deuterium record from Vostok,
but not all the interstadial events there
appear to be synchronous with those in
Greenland. Both Greenland and Antarctic
signals, however, show considerable
climate variability in the Holocene.
Sea surface temperature (SST)
variability derived from the planktonic
foraminifer
Neogloboquadrina
pachyderma (left coiling) is from the
north-east Atlantic due west of Ireland.
High percentage values indicate polar sea
surface temperatures.

The record of Heinrich Events (H
events), also from west of Ireland, shows
when armadas of icebergs broke from ice
sheets that had reached tidewater regions 
eventually to dump their loads as ice-rafted
debris on the sea t1oor. Were these caused
by ice surges as part of the internal
dynamics of big ice sheets? Or were they
caused by heat fluxes through the
atmosphere or thermohaline ocean
circulation? Sea surface temperature
signals from the Southern Ocean may have

38,500 (Tilt)
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Professor of Quaternary Geology, University of Cardiff
QUATERNARY
GCR volumes are more
than an inventory of
important sites because
inferences drawn from them may help to
illuminate the big picture of climate
evolution through the ice ages.
Before the early 1970s, Quaternary
deposits were classified according to
models of climate history derived, for
example, from moraines and outwash
terraces. Such models were arbitrarily
imposed on regional geology, but were all
made redundant by t.he re-interpretation of
Emiliani's marine core oxygen isotope
stratigraphy as an ice volume rather than a
temperature record. Oxygen isotope
stratigraphy provides a continuous record
of ice ages and interglacials that are paced
by the Milankovitch orbital parameters of
eccentricity (100 ka), obliquity (41 ka) and
precession (23 and 19 ka).

Figure 2 (right): Hughes, T J (1998)
Ice Sheets. OUP (with permission).

D.Q. Bowen
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These changes occurred
within as little as seven years!
22,500+ 11,100 (Precession
plus low order harmonic?)
The origin of the pacings
evident in these signals
remains largely unknown. But
all occur in the compilation of
6100 (H-type events?)
signals
extracted 4
mathematically from an index fl-.l...--J'\
of
atmospheric
changes
1450 (Solar/ocean oscillator?)
revealed by dust and several 4
chemical species in the GISP2
ice core (shown in the diagram
top right). They include the
expected orbital parameters, or
2200+510 (Sol"?)
their harmonics, as well as
shorter ones,
Heinrich Events are also
o
20,000
40,000 60,000
80,000
100,000
paced by the 5-7,000 year
Years Ago
cycle: so could this be solar
all these pacings run throughout the last ice
forcing when pulses of warm water were
age and Holocene. Their amplitude is
released nort.hwards from the Caribbean
greater in the ice age because of the
and Gulf QfJ'Mexico as the "trade winds
extreme changes in the configuration of the
slackened?
show
Earth.
Collectively,
they
unmistakable evidence that major re
organisations of the climate system have
occurred on short timescales. Some of
The only other major candidate 1S
these pacings are now being revealed in the
variability in the ocean conveyo'r acting as
British Quatermu-y: from glacial geology
an oscillator. But the almost exact
linked to Heinrich Events to climate
correlation between the GISP2 and Santa
pacings in Holocene peat bogs: the
Barbara records suggests that the most
Holocene was anything but stable!
realistic candidate auditioning for
The climate can only be changed by
transmitting this would have been strong
altering the albedo of the Earth or by
atmospheric processes rather than
changing the concentration of greenhouse
thermohaline changes. The atmosphere
gases (including water vapour). or by
knows nothing about deep water but
-changing solar radiation. There is little
recei ves immediate signals from sea
doubt that changing the atmospheric
sUlface temperatures. Could it be that the
content of carbon dioxide and methane will
tropical Pacific is a major player in
change radiation f1uxes in the atmosphere.
transmitting climate change from the
If there were no complicated feedback
tropics to higher latitudes, rather than vice
effects in the climate system, as revealed
versa through the deep ocean? Recent
by the data discussed here, this would
computer models of El Nino forced by
almost certainly lead to warming. The
Milankovitch parameters have reproduced
credible scientific debate. therefore, should
Milankovitch frequencies for the last ISO
be concerned with such issues because
ka, but have also reproduced millennial
until the feedback, origin and direction of
pacings l
the Quaternary pacings is understood, it
But perhaps the most important pacing
will not be possible to predict the future.
is that at l,450 years that has emerged
Thus, Quaternary GCR and other sites are
strongly from vatious evidence throughout
important archives that may contain
the world. In Greenland, it underpins every
additional crucial evidence. Not a single
climate change for the annual ice record of
further peat bog should be destroyed. •
the last 110,000 years. More significantly,
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a bearing on this (SST S. Ocean).
Carbon 13 signals from 5 degrees north
in the Atlantic and from the NE Pacific are
records of ocean biological productivity.
They correspond broadly with other
signals, but imperfect correlation suggests
that other feedback factors were at work.
Bubbles of air trapped within ice cores
offer an opportunity to discover
concentrations of atmospheric gases. The
methane signal from GISP2 broadly tracks
the carbon dioxide signal, and both are
clearly major players in the climate system.
But do they lead or follow temperature
changes? Recently it was shown that

~
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temperature led carbon dioxide changes by
4,000 years for the last four ice age
deglaciations in Antarctica.
Offshore from California, the Santa
Barbara Basin signal indicates that
switching occurred between two end
member states:
• oxygen-deficient laminated sediments,
related to northward-flowing, warm
deep waters, correlated with Greenland
interstadials (peaks);
• oxygenated, bioturbated sediments
related to dominant north Pacific cool
intermediate waters, corresponded to
stadials (troughs).

The Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change (IPCC)
/:", I)r O~1f 81nms IS lI'OS! 'iv3~i ~o d :'c~l';e;' the OC'it"'ntl~
"nr::ec- cif :::li'-'-::'ite i::: iI3!-1Q8::Jr' , s1 1.Jri:.1

P3T-.;res In

<he RI itsr Isles

Mike Harley
Climate Change and Energy Adviser, English Nature

limate change is a
dynamic
natural
process which has
impacted
on
the
Earth's physical and biological systems
since the beginning of geological time.
The stratigraphic record provides clear
evidence of these changes, some of which
have been gradual, some short-lived,
and yet others abrupt and catastrophic.
Climate change is driven by cyclical
variations in the Earth's orbit of the sun
(Milankovitch cycles), variations in solar
output and periods of tectonic and volcanic
activity,
The complex relationship between the
oceans, atmosphere, biosphere and
cryosphere and their responses to these
forces determine, prevailing climatic
conditions, But a new player has entered
the climate change arena, In its Second
Assessment Report, published in 1996, the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (see facing page panel, above
right) concluded that "the balance of
evidence suggests a discernible human
influence on global climate",

Scientific evidence points to human
activities having altered the atmospheric
concentrations of greenhouse gases and
aerosols (notably sulphur) to such an extent
that global and regional changes in
temperature, precipitation and other
climate variables are beginning to occur,
These changes bring about other responses
in the Earth's systems, such as sea-level
rise, increased frequency of severe weather
events and changes in soil moisture.
PalaeoenvironmentaJ data based on
greenhouse gas and aerosol signatures in
ice cores, deep ocean and lake sediments,
and peat deposits provide clear evidence of
natural climate variability in the post

o

glacial Holocene, Palaeoenvironmental
data also provide evidence of the
relationship between human activity and
the huge increases in atmosphere
greenhouse gases since the industrial
revolution,
It
is
clear
that
anthropogenically driven changes in
climate are being superimposed on the
background of natural climate variability,
and these are together causing the changes
to which mankind must respond during the
21 st century,
Scientific evidence from IPCC has led
to climate change being identified as a
contemporary issue of global concern, and
this reflects in policies and actions
emerging from the UK Government.
However, the impacts of climate change on
ecological and geological processes, both
of which may be sensitive to change, are
not well understood,
Indeed, under a changing climate, it
may prove impossible to maintain the
integrity of certain statutorily designated
sites and to achieve nature conservation
objectives in the wider countryside, The
potential impacts of these changes on
wildlife and natural features must be
explored
so adaptation
strategies,
management options, mitigation measures
and policy responses can be determined,
Work on a major piece of research into
the impacts of climate change on the nature
conservation resources of the British Isles
(England, Wales, Scotland and Ireland)
began in July 1999,
The research, which is due to conclude
III January 200 I, was commissioned by
English Nature, leading a consortium of 10
funding partners (see Funding Partners
panel, opposite), It is being carried out by
a team led by the Environmental Change
Institute, University of Oxford, and
including the Agricultural Development
and Advisory Service, Environmental
Resource Management and the British

Sand dunes like these at Ainsdale
National Natnre Reserve in North West
Englanl:l 'are <I/1fong the geologIcal and

IPCC was set up in 1988 by the
World Meteorological
Organisation and the United
Nations Environment Programme
to provide authoritative
international statements of
scientific opinion on climate
change. It comprises three
working groups dealing with
science, impacts and response
strategies, and draws on the
work of hundreds of researchers
from many countries.
IPCC's First Assessment
Report (1990) provided much of
the impetus for the Framework
Convention on Climate Change,

which was signed by 160
countries at the Earth Summit in
Rio in 1992. This led to the
international negotiations to
reduce greenhouse gas
emissions that took place in
Kyoto, in December 1997.
The resulting Kyoto Protocol
sets legally binding reduction
targets for six gases, including
carbon dioxide, methane and
nitrous oxide. If successfully
implemented, the Protocol will
be an important first step
towards constraining the
potential impacts of climate
change.

geomorphological features selected for
study since they are deemed most
sensitive to climate change.

Trust for Ornithology, The study, named
MONARCH (Modelling Natural Resource
Responses to Climate Change), will
provide a quantitative assessment of the
likely direct impacts, It will do so by
considering how the range of climate
scenarios for the 2020s and 2050s.
published by the UK Climate Impacts
Programme in 1998, might affect the
conservation of species, habitats and
natural features,
Key objectives of the project are:
L To investigate methods for dividing
the
British
Isles
into
coherent
c1imatological regions using:
• principal components analysis;

• scientific expertise; and
• multivariate statistical classification
techniques,
2, To determine what each region holds
in telms of:
• current protected sites;
• selected key Biodiversity Action
Plan habitats and species; and
• significant
geological/geomorphological
features,
3, To adapt, calibrate and validate
existing simulation models for selected
species for three environments:
• terrestrial;
• freshwater; and

• coastal and maline,
4, To quantify the effects of climate
change on each region's clitical species,
habitats and natural features within the
three environments, and specifically to:
• evaluate changes in impacts over
short4nd medium-term time scales;
• analyse the relative sensitivity of
impacts; and
• identify significant driving forces
and indicators of climate change,
5, To integrate results with ~hose from
complementary studies and to use the
combined information to:
• propose methodologies for
monitoring changes in the
sig~ificant indicators;
• detern1ine future research needs; and
• identify challenges for policy
development.

to climate change and in which ecological
and geological processes are closely
integrated,
Data
on
location.
geology,
geomorphology and ecology will be
coUected for important examples of these
features,
Each feature chosen will be assessed
for its sensitivity to future climate
scenarios by using current knowledge and
simple conceptual models. The results will
be included in a database, which will also
identify any ~~reas of more detailed
research needed to validate the response
predictions,
For further information on the
MONARCH project and on English
Nature's climate change programme,
contact Mike Harley. Climate Change and
Energy Adviser on 01733455113 or e-mail
en v, i m pacts @english-nature.org, uk
. (marked for Mike's attention), •

geological/geomorphological
The
component of the
MONARCH
~IJ ~ I.] 1~
~ 13 :l'.1
project will focus
on the country's
English Nature (lead) 1
karst landscapes,
Countryside Council for Wales'
its coastal sand
Environment Agency (covers England and Wales)
dunes,
salt
Environment and Heritage Service (Northern Ireland)
marshes, shingle
National Parks and Wildlife (Republic of Ireland)'
coasts and rocky
National Trust (England, Wales and Northern Ireland)?
coastal platforms,
2
National Trust for Scotland
These
were
Royal Society for the Protection of Birds"
chosen as being
Scottish Natural Heritage'
representative of
2
World Wide Fund for Nature - UK
the
natural
features of the
1: Statutory agency
British Isles which
2: Non-governmental organisation
are most sensitive
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he
Norwe~an
foundation for Nature
and Cultural Heritage
research (NINA-NIKU)
comprises two institutes, the Norwegian
Institute for Nature Research (NINA)
and the Norwegian Institute for Cultural
Heritage Research (NIKU).
Based in Trondheim, NINA is a
national and international centre for
applied research into ecology and the
natural environment.
Its functions include:
proposing and conducting long-term
research and development work in
nature management;
advising and carrying out assignments
for nature management authorities and
other bodies;
imparting experience and research
results for practical application in
ecological conservation.
NINA is chiefly an ecological institute
that studies species, populations and
communities attached to land, freshwater
and coastal areas.
Issues involve:
biological diversity;
sustainable harvesting of renewable
game and fish stocks;
studies of threatened species and
populations, including large predators,
contamination, including acid
precipitation, heavy metals and
radioactivity; ~
conservation criteria and conservation
plans for areas of open countryside;
environmental impact assessments and
measures concerned with various kinds

Lars Erikstad
NINA

of encroachment on nature;
landscape ecology and ecological
impacts of fragmentation.
The forerunners of NINA shot to
prominence over impact assessments of
hydro-electIic power development in the
1960s and '70s.

This map of natural areas

part in planning the
route of a new stretch
of the main Rv 35 road from
Nymoen to the Oppland
county border in
southern Norway.
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Simon Conway
Morris
Department of
Earth Sciences
University of Cambridge

Intematlonal work
NINA's international work has
included Earth science conservation
projects for the Nordic Council of
Ministers (the Weichselian Ice Limit
project and the project Geodiversity in the
Nordic countries) and active participation
in ProGEO. The ProGEO newsletter 
ProGEO-NEWS - is edited by NINA.
Nationally, NINA has been engaged in
recording sites of Quaternary geological
importance, reviewing nearly 1,000 sites.
The priority given to such work within
the Norwegian system of nature
management has, however, decreased, and
today activities linked to Earth science
conservation are low.
However, in research projects and
environmental impact assessments, Earth
science is an important area of activity.
This is partly due to the legacy of the
hydro-electric development debate. but
also to some very big developments in
areas of high geolog~cal interest.
The most important is the new Oslo
airport. This is constructed on our biggest
raised marine delta which has complex
geodiversity in the delta deposits - marine
sediments distally and proglacial features
close to the ice contact zone.

Integrated conservation

played a fundamental

,

's

The work was highly controversial at a
time when nature conservation was
becoming an increasingly important public
issue, and helped secure strong legislation
concerning
environmental
impact
assessment
for
hydro-electric
development. Earth sciences was one of
the concerns covered.
When NINA was founded in 1988.
Earth sciences became part of its remit and
it liaises with the Government's
Directorate for Nature Management over
this interest.

Buift-up areas
Cultivated land - mainly river tefTiKes

(Illustration courtesy
NINA-NIKU)

Current thinking is to better integrate
Earth science conservation with other
natural sciences. Advances in digital
spatial techniques (GIS) have improved the
effectiveness of spatial modelling.
The holistic approach to environmental
impact assessments, based on mapping
local natural areas and all their interests,
has yielded good results. The approach
fully integrates geoconservation while
maintaining its scientific integlity. The
approach seems to gain increased
acceptance from managers as well as
developers. •

an's connections
with the natural
world go very
deep.
Fossils
neatly arranged in a Neolithic grave hint
at our ancestors' intangible link with
death. Prosperous cities were leveUed by
earthquakes. Often they were patiently
rebuilt, as was repeatedly the case of
ancient Corinth, but sometimes they
would be abandoned to their entombed
citizens. The capriciousness of volcanoes
was common knowledge, but the fertility
of their quiescent slopes was readily
traded for occasional destruction.
Ancient societies lived by agreed systems,
even though to us they appear as chaotic
concoctions of astrology, geomancy and
augury.

There wtS, however, no system by
which they could imagine a coherent
physics, chemistry, and biology which
might provide a science of the Earth. The
powers of directed observation, a
commensurate technology, and·the ability
to weave a hypothesis are, for better or

worse, modern inventions. Classical.
Medieval and Renaissance ]jterature can
certainly be trawled for incipient insights.
but the pedestal upon which we stand only
began to be constructed in any organized
fashion about 200 years ago. Prior to that
there were indeed theories of the Earth,
skilled miners, and the curious who noticed
sea shells perched on hillsides far from any
ocean. But there was no clear formulation
of geology.
How then can we encapsulate the 10
key episodes in geology? Here's one list. to
tide us into the next millennium, perhaps to
provoke discussion and - who knows - as
our descendants rummage through some
deserted corner of the library, allow them to
mutter "Good Latd. is that all they knew?"

The Geolo
It is always fascinating to study old
maps and see the familiar outlines
emerge. In the J 6th century Britain
still looks oddly misshapen and areas
remote from European exploration fade
into uncertainty, with inspiration guiding
the cartographer's hand as he adds
imaginary mountains and fictitious rivers.
By the beginning of the 19th century
French scientists were producing the first
geological maps around Paris. To our eyes
they look somewhat tentative, as if a thin
gauze of geology has been laid over a
familiar topography of woods, fields and
villages.
It is with shock then that we survey
WiJliam Smith's remarkable maps (above
right). Bold, of monumental size and

assurance, they seem
utterly familiar.
So little seems to
have changed. Now,
perhaps, we take
geological maps too
much for granted. yet
when the librarian
tells us that Panga
wontonta was last mapped in 1907 at a
scale of 1 to 250,000 we feel frustrated
and bereft. I remember watching with
astonishment a British Geological Survey
geologist mapping, literally running
across the hil.ls with his field-slip
constantly to hand and quickly being
transfomled into a mosaic of colours. No
map is ever correct either; each is a

A sheet from William Smith's famous map of 1815,

showing the area around London.
(Picture courtesy of Department of Earth
Sciences, University of Cambridge)

hypothesis. Yet to the practised geologist
this marvellous invention allows one to
see inside the Earth from an armchair.

Geology'

Mill

Deep
drilling

A typical
petrographiC thin

Nearly all rocks are made of
interlocking minerals. I ha\'e
watched with amazement a
petrologist.
hand
lens
clamped to eye, rapidly
revolving a hand specimen
and providing a running
commentary: ··augitc. of
ourse.
little
bit
of
riehed:ite. plagge [plagioclase). hallo some
quam.. must be Jate-!>tage ......
Given years of experience. subtleties of
colour. cleavage and shape can be resolved.
In contraq, studying a petrographic thin
seclion (above) is almost easy.
Which first-year student has not revelled
in the kaleidoscope of birefrillgence
colours? With a few weeks' training. tJle
nuances of "length-fa!>!". "biaxiaJ figure".

section.
(Photo courtesy
Or M. Holness.
University of
Cambridge)

The Thin Section
and "pleochroism" open a new geological
world.
To be sure. analytical methods have
rendered the study of mineral compositions
more precise. but Henry Sorby's invention is
still a linchpin of the geological !>cicnces. In
carbonates. staining techniques sucb as
Alizarin red Sand pOlassium ferricyarude
pick out differences in composition. and
under cathodoluminesence. secmingly

homogenous cements are revealed as
complex sequences of precipitation.
The shadowy mineral cordierite and the
"snowbaJr' garnet, studded with inclusiuns.
provide insights into metamorphic processes
deep within the Earth's crust, while the
etched crystals in a lava reveal the dynamic
. conditions within a magma chamber. The
petrographic thin section is Ijterally a
window into geology.

Since I started flying to the
United States 30 years ago.
the journey distance has
increased by about 60 CI11.
The North Atlantic. of
course, continues to widen as
lava is injected into rhe mid
ocean ridge and pushes the.
plates apart. What is easily The Indonesian volcano Semeru, eastern Java, IndoneSia. This andesitic cone is a result of subduction along the Java Trench. and
the volcano has been erupting continuously from 1967. (Photo by Simon Cam, University of Cambridge)
measurable over a human life
~pan. when extrapolated to the geological
geological conversation.
subducted plates deep in the mantle?
time scale. reveals a hig,hly dynamic planet.
But the original clues of magnetic
And there are new surprises. Plate
Oceans grow, shrink and are swallowed
anomalies on the seatloor were at first
tectonics require waterl Bone-dry planets.
up. Continenls glide acrOss the sutface,
comroversial. and it was perhaps the
such as Venus. are unable to break their
rotating and colliding. Mountain belts rise
McKenzie and Morgan formulation of the
Iithosphere into plates. The rocks are simply
and then fall. while lines of volcanoes burst
geometry of the plates on a sphere that reaUy
too strong. And on Mars? Here there is a
into activity. To us it is all so obvious:
initiated the paradigm.
hint of plate activity. but thi~ i~ a planet long
The basic model i!'t simple. but much still
spreading ridges, subduction zones. and
settled into scenesence. In the Solar System
transform faults are commonplace topics of
eludes us. What, for e>..nmple. happens to the
at least. the Earth is unique.

1

We are constantly
reminded that the
name Earth is a
misnomer: two-thirds
of our planet is
co\ered by water.
Until quite recently we
had little idea what lay
beneath our feet. with
investigations literally
~kin-dcep by pinpricks
into the crust by
dredging and shallow
scoops.
All this changed
\\ Ith the onset of the
Jeep-drilling projects.
rhose on the land,
Jrllling deep into
continental crust, have
heen controversial, if not disappointing. By
contrast. the ocean drilling projects (DSDP,
ODP. and now the projected lOOP) have
been an enormous success. The ocean
buslIls are an immense repository of

geological data. Because of the endless
subduction of the plates (§3l, few rocks
older than the middle Cretaceous are
obtainable. but the last 130 Myr of Earth
history is now enriched beyond all

It i.. shock waves that allow us to explore
the IIlterior of the Earth and so develop the
science of seismology. Any release of
energy will do, be it natural such as an
earthquake. or man-made explosions.
The latter are usually thought of in
temlS of giant nuclear blasts, but routinely
oil and gas companies use minor
dl'I'"lnations. air guns or simply hitting the
~round (vibroseis) to propagate sound

years ago.
Another revolution in
seismology has been the
exploration of immense
sedimentary accumulations, especially in
subsiding basins and on continental
margins. Such investigations underpin
offshore hydrocarbon exploration and,

The stem end of Joides Resolution, the ship
involved with the deep-sea drilling projects.
Note the drilling pipes on deck.
(Copyright Paul Wilson,
Southampton Oceanography Centre)

W:I\·C..

nw first triumph of seismology. using
earthquake data, was to unpeel the Earth. It
was m such a way that the den~e inner core.
the outer fluid core, the mantle. and
Iithosphcre were delineated. Since then the
computer-based techniques of seismic
tllmography (right), a sort of X-ray of the
Earth's interior, have revealed subtle
V,matlons in seismic properties that can
idcnllfy. for example, an ancient
lilhllspheric plate subducted millions of

expectation. There is an unrivalled
stratigraphic succession. with microfossils
yielding new insights into ancient
environments. The onset of the great
Tertiary glaciations is now much better
documented. So too are impact episodes,
most famously the K!f event 65 Myr ago
(§ 7) but also in the foml of layers of impact
glass. known as tektites.
The history of coral atolls. the opening
of oceans, the isolation and partial
evaporation of seas such as the
Mediterranean. and the recognition of huge
volumes of methane hydrates on many
continental margins have radically altered
our perception of Earth our home.

properly interpreted. provide a vivid cross
section of both the stratigraphy and
structural complications that may serve to
trap oil or gas.
Sound waves cannot only interrogate
the Earth's interior, be it by a few kilometres
or to the core. but in the form of sonar
present compelling pictures of the seabed.
revealing the details of a mid-ocean ridge or
the intricacies of an immense submarine
fan.
An example of S8fSlTIic tomography. showing the
mantle structure of a transect beneath Africa. The
colours refar to the relatille speed of shear waves,

with high speeds towards the blue and slow speeds
,00'

to'

towards the red. In this transect the East African
Rift appears as a low va/ocity feature, and this
continues into the fower mantle beneath Africa.

{Copyright John Woodhouse, University of Oxford}
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The Medusa Effect

Out of the fury of the Big
Bang and later supernovae
came not only the elements. but
variations thereupon which we
recognize as the isotopes.
So, for example, carbon has three
isotopes, 11C, 13C and "c. Each successive
isotope possesses an additional neutron in
its nucleus that imparts a minute, but
measurable, difference in weight.
Many isotopes are stable, but some
have reached this destination by
radioactive decay sequences. And these,
of course, provide geologists with natural
clocks. Many decay systems are available.
and they vary in their accuracy and
suitability. The short half-life of C. for
example, makes it difficult to date objects

A mass spec/romeler in the Department
of Earth Sciences. Cambridge.
(Copynght Dr H. Elderfield.
University of Cambridge)

much older than a few tens of thousands
of years. Others. such as the Pb-U systellL
can provide dates of startling accuracy far
back in Earth history. Stable isotopes
readily fractionate, and this process
allows us new insights into ancient
environments.
Want to know how warm the ocean
was in the Miocene? Then measure the
ratio between "0 and 180 in !.he calcitic
test of a foram. Productivily normal?
Plants and algae "prefer" I~C to I'C, so if
all is well. a disproportionate amount of

"c will be taken into plant material. Ami
sometimes things are far from healthy.
Giant impacts turn out the lights,
productivity crashes, and the shift in the
ratio of 11C to nC (known as o"C) clearly
marks the catastrophe.
And there are longer-term trends. The
fluctuation in isotopic proportions as
encoded in the stratigraphic record, be
they of o"C, OI~O or o~Sr. permit a system
of correlation, known as chemo
stratigraphy. that in turn reveals long-term
OuclUations in Earth's history.

The fossil record is the
world's charnel house. Jumbled
promiscuously and in confusion
are the shells and bones of
innumerable
extinct
species.
Occasionally, to be sure. an ash fall from
a nearby volcano or a slurry of mud will
bury a complete skeleton or seabed
community. but mostly the fossil record is
fragmented and broken.
Hardly
surprisingly. the more delicately
constructed species practically never
survive. Yet in most environments these
aCCounl for the great majority of forms.
Can we ever recover this lost

dimension of life? Remarkably we can.
Insects entombed in amber have long
been known and prized for their limpid
beauty. but only recently has it been
realized that the body may not be an
empty husk. but contains internal tissues
such as muscle and brain. But some hopes
have been dashed: in particular earlier
reports of ancient DNA from amber
embedded fossils are now interpreted as
contamination.
Apart from this disappointment there
has been an enormous upsurge of interest
in soft-bodied fossil preservation. Of
leading importance has been the famous

Burgess Share (see picture below) (§9),
but from the Ordovician of South Africa
(Soom Shale). Devonian of Germany
(Hunsrlick Slate). siderite nodules of the
Carboniferous (e.g. Mazon Creek), and
the many lithographic limestones (e.g.
Jurassic Solnhofen) a whole range of
exceptional sites is opening window after
window' into the ancient world.
Experiments are now showing how
bacterial action paradoxically does not
lead to decay and destruction. but the
rapid formation of authigenic minerals
such as pyrite or phosphate, Hence the
term The Medusa Effect.

A Burgess Shale (Middle
Cambrian) fossil, the
arthropod Marrella

Geology's

Millenni
Knowledge that meteorites fall
out of the sky and comets graze
the orbit of the Earth has long
been commonplace. Yet until
recently
their
potential
influence on geological history was
almost entirely ignored. Now we know
better.
The principal focus of attention, of
course, is the extraterrestrial destruction
visited upon the Earth 65 Myr ago at the
end of the Cretaceous, for which there is
now overwhelming evidence (below).
This event, which saw the demise of

the dinosaurs, is a wonderful example in
science of bold imagination, initial
scepticism, rabid hostility, and a superb
array of evidence that encompasses the
iridium anomaly, shocked mineral grains.
nickel-rich
spinels,
microtektites,
extraterrestrial amino acids, and soot, not
to mention a biosphere that crashed to
ruins following the arrival of the 10 km
diameter asteroid. This visitor was
catastrophically destructive, but it pales

i
n t 0
insignificance
w
h e ·0
compared
with
the
earliest history
of the Earth when it was pounded
repeatedly by colossal impacts. Some of
these released enough energy to
evaporate the oceans, and one was so
large and powerful that a portion
detached to form our daughter satellite,
the Moon. Yet despite all this there still
seem to be anomalies. In the last 500 Myr,
for example, there should have been
approximately IQ giant impacts, each
highly destructive of life. Yet only the
end-Cretaceous impact seems to have
spoilt the picnic. What about the other
nine?
The KIT impact horizon at Stevns Kllnt, Denmark.

The boundary clay, with an Iridium anomaly,
separating underlying Cretaceous chalk from
overlying Paleocene marls. (Photo courtesy Simon
Conway Morris, University of Cambridge)

splendens.
(Photo courtesy
Simon Con way Morris,
UnIVersity of Cambridge)

Darwin knew about it. and it worried him
deeply. How could he explain the abrupt
appearance of animal skeletons at the
beginning of the Cambrian when his
theory implied a gradual unfolding of
evolution by the processes of natural
selection?
Much more is known about the
Cambrian "explosion" since 1859. but its
origin and even reality are both
vigorously debated.
That there were effectively no fossil
skeletons before the Cambrian is beyond
dispute. It seems most likely that
skeletons evolved to match the ecological
pressure of predation. The burst· of
skeletalization is paralleled by a radiation
of soft-bodied forms, as is apparent from
two lines of evidence.
Trace fossils first appear in the latest
Precambrian. They are simple and

The Cambrian
'Explosion'
unsophisticated whereas subsequently
there is an explosion of forms.
Even more dramatic evidence comes
from Burgess Shale-type faunas (above).
Here, Cambrian life is revealed in all its
richness, with the fossils capturing a
series of vignettes from the formation of
bodyplans to local details such as
intestines stuffed full of prey.
What are the implications for
evolution in the study of the Cambrian
"explosion"? Fifty years ago there was a
rare meeting of minds as the exponents of

neo-Darwinism hammered out a new
synthesis. Somehow the project faltered,
but now palaeontologists are back in a
wider dialogue, especially with the
rapidly moving field of molecular
biology. This paragraph, at least, will be
out of date within a few years.
Sensational discoveries from a Burgess
Shale-like biota of South China
(Chengjiang) and new revelations from
developmental biology suggest that our
understanding of evolution is on the
threshold of a new revolution.

4000B
The geologist Charles Lyel/.
(Photo courtesy of David
Norman, University of
Cambridge)

Mirror,
•
mirror on
th:e wall...
Nine Slatemenh, I hope ~timulating if not provocative. And
now for an invidious question. Who has been the most
inl1uential geologist?
Watch the candidates crowd forward, from William Smith
to Arthur Holmes, Dan McKenzie to George Gaylord Simpson.
Well, there is no clear-cut answer, but let me put forward
Charles Lyel!. He made geology ·'happen'·. setting both the
groundwork fo~, more than a century but also introducing the
subject to a public athirst for scientific knowledge.
To be sure his philosophy of eternal cycles and uniformity
of processes seen at the present day run counter respectively to
the evolution of the Earth and catastrophic events (§7), but he
defined the science. And his Pril1ciple~' of Geology had one
unique disciple. Charles Darwin. When he boarded the Beagle
he was for all intent~ and purpo~es a geologist. When he
di~embarked five years later the nascent theory of evolution
was forming in hi~ mind. Darwin was turning into a biologist,
but surely LyeWs vision of deep-time and the riches of the
fossil record, combined with his emphasis on geological
processes that could be seen in operation today, crucially
shifted Darwin's view of the natural world')

nder pressure from my wife I have agreed to
put a notice outside my church which reads,
'The millennium is Christ's 2000th
birthday', even though this isn't the case!
According to Archbishop Ussher we should have celebrated
the millennium on 23 October 1996 or 1997. Ussher did not
add up the numerical data in the Bible to get his 4004 BC, but
obtained it from the idea of Six Millennia to correspond with
the Six Days of Genesis. Thus there were Four Millennia
before Christ and as he reckoned Jesus was born in 4 BC
Creation took place in 4004 BC. Q.E.D.!
Most Christian writers from 1650 onwards did not accept
Ussher's date. When Theories of the Earth by such luminaries as
John Ray, Whiston, Woodward, Burnett and others were written in
the 17th century, most think they took Genesis literally with
The Reverend Professor Buckland,

nd all th t ...
Ussher, the Bible,
geology and the
millennium
Creation in six days in 4004 BC and all
su'ata laid down in the Flood. In fact they
:lrgue God first created Chaos and
sometime later re-ordered everything in six
days. Most reckoned the day to be 24
hours, but Whiston extended each day to a
year. As a result, Creation was thought to
be more like 10,000 to 40,000 BC rather
than 4004 BC.

equipped as a 'glacialist'. This'
version was published by Archibald
Geikie in 1875, deleting some
disparaging remarks about the
origins of scratches in the
bedrock on which the wel/
equipped Oxford
professor
is standing

Now for geology. In the 1660s Nils
Steno, later the titular bishop of Titopolis,
worked out the principle of super-position.
However, the main questions were whether

or not fonned stones were organic in origin
and the importance of the Flood.
,,"
From today's perspective the emphasis
on the Flood seems risible until one
considers the world-view of the 17th
century. Heliocentricity had been around
for only 150 years and science was
rudimentary.
There
was
little
understanding of history with only
Heroditus and the Bible going back to LOOO
BC. No wonder Noah's Flood was seized
upon to explain strata. How else did marine
fossils get to the top of a mountain')
Take Edward Lhwyd who wrote in
1691 abour-tre erratics in U;nberis Pass:
"We may do better to refer the greatest part
of them to the universal deluge. For,
considering there are some thousands of
them in these two valleys, whereof there
are but two or three that have f<;tllen in the
memory of any man now living. In the
ordinary course of nature we shall be
compelled to allow the rest many
thousands of years more than the age of the
world."
The breakthrough on time came at the
end of the century. By 1800 the age of the
Earth was stretched to millions of years.
Despite "conventional opinion" this caused
little problem. Even in evangelical Britain
there was no war of Genesis and geology,
just the odd skinnish. To the eccentIic
William Buckland, Noah's Flood only
explained drift, the last 30 feet of strata.

.•.and finally
Nine topics and one individual that have shaped
geolog)' as we know it, What lies in the next cemury?
Perhaps the main developmems will be a deeper
understanding of the Earth as a system and more
surprisingly that, as we begin the exploration of the
galaxy, we will discover our planet is vet}' unusual
indeed, and perhaps even unique. •

Buckland's Diluvialism received hard
knocks from the 1820s. In 1837, after a
visit to Switzerland, Buckland became
convinced of the Ice Age and reckoned that
the Flood was caused by melting water.
There was no conflict between the Ice Age
Erratics scattered across the Lianberis Pass,

Michael Roberts
History of Geology Group,
the Geological Societ)
and the Bible. Bill RY:ln and Waiter Pitman
of Columbia University have no\'.. given
that theory new life. They suggest that the
filling of the Black Sea some 9,000 ycars
ago could well have given rise to Flood
stories.
By the timc Darwin published The
Origin of Species. Genesis and geology
had gone their separate ways only to comc
together
again
in
conflict
with
Creationism.
Creationism seems to be un atavistic
throwback to the 17th ccntury. It is not Its
ideas derive from AdventiJ;t tcachings,
which camc to fruition in The Genesis
Flood published in 1961. This claimed the
Days of Genesis to be 24 hOUTS and that
most rocks were deposited in the flood.
Crcationism also insists on a Young Earth
with thc planet being no more than 10.000
years old.

It is tempting to dismiss Crcationism as
ludicrous. but <I wiser approach is to take
their claims senously. Their geological
claims repay scrutiny. My favourite is their
understanding of pbtc tectonics.
One scenario is tbat it all occurred
during the year of the Flood. thus lapetus
closed at a rate of several knots in the first
few months and India steamed across the
Proto-Indian Ocean at about three knots in
the last few months.
To some, the Christian root of geology
is an embarrassment but we shall only
understand our forbears such a~ Lhwyd,
Ray, Smith, Buckland. Sedgwiek. Fleming
and Miller when we recognise that "The
Wisdom of God Manifested in the Works
of the Creation" aided their understanding
of geology.

Further reading
GOllld, 5.1. 1989. Time \ Arrow, Time '.I'
Cycle, Penguin.

Gwynedd.
(Photo by Stewart Campbeil / Countryside Council
for Wales)

Try also his historical essavs in Penguin,I·.

Scottish Natural Heritage was crucial in the
development of some of the large-scale
audio-visuals in both 'Restless Earth' and
'Shaping the Surface'. presentations which
have been particularly popular with the
paying public.
Dynamic Earth raises a large number of
questions which are at the forefront of the
public awareness of science. It raises the
issue of global warming against a backdrop
of natural climate change which is
continuing.
and
entirely
outwith
anthropogenic int1uence. It looks at the
changing landscape and how the human
species has moved to being' ..... a shaper of
the surface'. It emphasises the importance
of the ocean circulation pattern in
maintaining the world's climate and the
record of climate change that is contained
in the ice of the polar regions.

The tented roof of the Dynamic Earth building
(bottom)
State of the Earth' taking the pulse of the
planet (left)
How it all started: the formation of the Universe
(below right)
Casualties and survivors: biological evolution
(right)
Polar regions: Arctic and Antarctic contrasts
(below)
(Photos by Dynamic Earth)

UR DYNAMIC Earth is a
unique visitor attraction
with firm roots in the
landscape and history of
Edinburgh. Opened by HM The Queen
(as reported in Earth Heritage 12), it lies
at the foot of Arthur's Seat, Edinburgh's
volcano which last erupted in the early
Carboniferous, some 350 million years
ago.
It also lies at the end of the crag and tail
feature stretching fI;om Edinburgh Castle to
the Palace of Holyroodhouse, shaped by
the movement of ice over the last two
million years. Just a few hundred metres
west of Dynamic Earth is the site of the
house where James Hutton, the Father of
Modem Geology, wrote his Theory of the
Earth which radically changed the thinking
on the vastness of geological time.

Around Edinburgh and elsewhere III
Scotland are the scientific institutions
whose research is the basis for the
Dynamic Earth story and who continue to
develop and refine that story today. These
are the foundations on which Dynamic
Earth has been built. Dynamic Earth takes
a holistic view of the planet Earth,
exploring how it was formed and the
di versity of environments that these
processes have produced. It also welds
together education and entertainment, a

concept that James Hutton would have
approved as he concluded in his 1785
abstract of the Theory of the Earth:
"In this manner, there is opened to our
view a subject interesting to man who
thinks; a subject on which to reason with
relation to the system of nature; and one
which may afford the human mind both
information and entertainment."
The subject matter of our Dynamic
Earth is immense. It covers the cosmology
of the formation of the Universe, the
geological evolution of the planet, the
geomorphological shaping of the surface,
the biological evolution of species through
time and the mass extinctions that have
occurred. These are the processes that have
moulded our planet.
It also covers the range of
environments formed by these processes;
the oceans and why they are important to
us, the polar regions which are a natural

Stuart K Monro
Scientific Director, Dynamic Earth

laboratory
change; the diversity of
environments
the tundra' and
savanna grasslands
the tropical forests
are the lungs of
planet.

With this diversity of
subject matter, it was
important to ensure its
relevance to the visitor,
the people for whom the dynamism of the
planet really matters. Dynamic Earth
therefore begins and ends with people. The
initial section of Dynamic Earth takes the
pulse of the planet using all the features
that emphasise the Earth's dynamism. It
looks at our ability to monitor from space,
to examine and attempt to understand
volcanoes and earthquakes, the weather,
our ever-increasing human population, the
continually changing land environments.

he story s

The message is that the Earth is on the
move, that it is dynamic.
The conclusion of the exhibition must
likewise focus on people. The visitor will
have been given quite a bit of science
within the attraction, illustrated examples
from around the world. It is important that
they leave with the strong message that all
they have seen is relevant to them. The
li nal part of Dynamic Earth aims to do that.
Using projection of images onto a dome, it

comments on how we exist on a planet
which is continually on the move and how
we cope with the symptoms of that
movement, the volcanoes, the earthquakes,
the fire, the severe weather.
In Dynamic Earth there has been a
conscious decision to use a variety of
presentational styles. Large-scale audio
visual effects are used extensively in 'How
it all started', 'Restless Earth' and 'Shaping
the surface'. Elsewhere audio-visual on a
smaller scale is employed together with
sets to add realism. Special features such as
the 'iceberg' in the 'Polar Regions' and the
rainstorm in the Tropical Regions' add to
the atmosphere.
This approach has been very successful
in making the visit to Dynamic Earth a
shared experience for the family or group
attending or for the individual who is
seeing Dynamic Earth with other visitors.

The sustainability issue underpins
many aspects of the Dynamic Earth story.
but our aim is to give the science behind
sustainability while encouraging the public
to make up their own minds about where to
go from here. The
synergies with the
mission of Scottish
Natural
Heritage
are plain.
With the word
dynamic in its title.
Dynamic
Earth
must be changing
and evolving. The
central kernel of the
story of the Earth
• • •
will not change in
the short term. but
Dew presentational styles will become
avaiJable which will more effectively
engage the public. Likewise the experience
of our visitors will highlight areas which
may be less successful in getting the
message across and these can be improved
and modified in the immediate future.
From the public space beneath the
tented roof of Dynamic Earth. the visitor
looks out over the site of a new Scottish
Parliament that will have significant
int1uence on the sustainable development
of the natural environment.

f

The location of Dynamic Earth gives
the scientific community the oppoItunity to
place environmental science in front of the
members of the Scottish Parliament and
play a significant part in helping more
people to understand the dynamism of the
planet on which we live; how Our
Dynamic Earth works.

Learning from the past (left).
Houlder-to-Monarch Pits SSSI,
Kent, reveals its secrets to the
Quaternary Research Association in

~ID n,us toE,rth
h,ritag, ,n,hI"
unravel the past. It is
rich in evidence of
changing climates, shifting
boundaries between land and sea and
extinction events. It illustrates the huge
periods of time it took to form the
natural resources on which today's
society depends.
It is these same environmental changes,
along with the sustainable use of natural
resources, which provide some of the
greatest challenges facing society. Learning
about the past through using our Earth
heritage can help provide a key for us to
understand, explain and plan for future
environmental change: the past is the key to
the future.
English Nature's new Earth heritage
strategy, The past is the key to the future,
provides the framework which will guide
the
organisation's
Earth
heritage
conservation
work
into
the new
millennium. Through three themes,
'Learning from the past', 'Enjoying the
present' and 'Influencing the future', it
builds on the strong conservation
foundations we have established, and takes
up the challenges and opportunities we now
face to widen understanding of, and support
for, our Earth heritage resource and the
need for its conservation.
Rocks, fossils-,and minerals, as well as
the processes that actively form our
landscape, are all part of our diverse Earth
heritage. Though only a small area, Great
Britain has among the most varied Earth
heritage in the world. This resource has
been central to developing Earth sciences
worldwide, and in understanding the
evolution of the planet and life on Earth. It
also underpins and shapes the form and
vaJiety of the environment we live in, and it
is a resource that influences every aspect of
our lives.
In recent years, Earth heritage
conservation
has
made significant
advances. The first systematic review of the
Earth heritage resource - the Geological
Conservation Review (GCR) - identified a
network of nationally and internationally
important Earth helitage sites throughout
Great Britain. In England, more than 1,300
GCR sites have been safeguarded through
designation as legally protected Sites of
Special Scientific Interest (SSSI). We have
gained wide knowledge and experience of
the techniques for managing our Earth
heritage resource and have helped instigate
the development of a network of

Colin Prosser
and Jonathan
Larwood

1998. (Photo by Natalie Bennett)

Influencing the future (right).
Limestones deposited in warm
tropical seas exposed at the top of

English Nature

Crickley Hill and Barrow Wake SSSI
in the Cotswolds give an insight into

Regionally Important Geological Site
(RIGS)
groups.
This
voluntary
conservation movement has greatly
increased the numbers of people involved
in Earth heritage conservation.
Though coastal protection, landfill and
development continue to pose a physical
threat, the greatest threat that faces our
Earth heritage resource is ignorance. It is
only by understanding the value and
significance of this resource that developers
and decision makers will be able to make
informed decisions, and the people who use
the resource, for whatever reason, will
understand the need for its conservation.
Significant changes now provide new
opportunities to address these threats in
England.
Firstly, the process of identification,
documentation and notification of a robust
Earth heritage SSSI series is coming to a
successful end, and the opportunity for site
enhancement and increased awareness of
the value of our Earth heritage resource is
now open to us.
Secondly, as Earth heritage and wildlife
conservation becomes more integrated
through initiatives such as Natural Areas,
our Earth heritage is increasingly being
seen as part of the nature conservation
resource, influencing the landscapes,
habitats and species we wish to
conserve.
Thirdly, sustainable development
provides opportunities to use Earth
heritage, and our knowledge of it, to help
plan for issues such as climate change and
sea-level rise.
·~II

For English Nature, Earth heritage
conservation is continuing to move into a
more
integrated,
promotional
and
participative phase. Increased awareness,
sharing of Earth heritage conservation
expertise and knowledge, and the
development of working partnerships with
other key organisations involved in both

the way climates and sea levels
have changed in the past, and may
continue to change in the future.
(Photo by English Nature)

Enjoying the present (below).
Children revel in

a Rockwatch event

at Writhlington SSSI, Avon.
(Photo by Colin Prosser)

Earth heritage conservation and
conservation are central to the three themes
outlined below.

landscape, wildlife and people.
We will:
• undertake a major promotion
and interpretation initiative
celebrating the rich and varied
Earth heritage within SSSIs and
National Nature Reserves;
• further develop and exploit the
between Earth heritage,
landscape and wildlife and
between our Earth heritage and
the built environment;
• widely disseminate information
about managing Earth heritage
sites through the publication,
with partners, of Earth heritage
magazine and articles in other
publications;
• ,develop opportunities for
increased sponsorship of Earth
heritage conservation by
industry;
• develop new training
programmes to raise awareness
of Earth heritage and its
conservation amongst targeted
audiences both externally and
within English Nature.

Learning from the past
This theme is about ensuring that the
best of England's Earth heritage is
protected, enhanced and managed so that it
is safeguarded and available for scientific
study and education.
We will:
• ensure that the Earth heritage SSSI
series remains scientifically credible
and is safeguarded through the
continued provision of high quality site
management advice nationally and
locally;
• promote'a sustainable approach to the
management of our Earth heritage 
aiming to ensure that the resource
available now wilt still be available in
the future;
• undertake a major site enhancement
initiative to improve the condition of
Earth heritage SSSIs;
• continue to support the Joint Nature
Conservation Committee in the
publication of the GCR volume series
and in the maintenance of a Great
Britain-wide GCR site database.

Enjoying the present
This theme aims to raise awareness of
our Earth heritage amongst decision makers

littt

and the general public, and to encourage
more people to become involved in its
conservation. A partnership approach and
use of new technology such as the Intemet
will be central to our work. We will aim to
promote key sites widely, and to exploit
links between Earth hel-itage, local

Under this theme, we will continue to
work with partners and stakeholders who
are influential in helping to deliver Earth
heritage conservation. We will apply our
knowledge of Earth science to address

broader issues, using our expertise to
influence policy and practice in the mineral,
waste and energy sectors, and in relation to
issues such as climate change, where
knowledge of the past is invaluable in
helping to influence the future.
We will:
• continue to support and work with
others involved in Earth heritage
conservation (including the RIGS
movement. the Geoconservation
Commission, the Geologists'
Association and the RSNC), and
strengthen our involvement with
practitioners at a European level;
• encourage the sharing of knowledge and
the promotion of Earth heritage
conservation in its widest context:
• widen the application of our Earth
heritage expertise to influence changes
in policy and practice in key industry
sectors such as minerals. waste and
energy:
• promote the use of Earth heritage
knowledge in understanding future
environmental change, and use this
knowledge to influence future
development of nature conservation
policy;
• ensure that Earth heritage conservation
issues are incorporated into key
conservation policy documents and
reviews and continue to identify
changes in legislation beneficial to
Earth heritage conservation.
Our Earth heritage underpins and
shapes our environment and influences
every aspect of our lives. Its conservation is
essential for it "to remain available for
everyone to learn from and enjoy. As we go
into a new millennium our message is clear:
understanding and conserving our past 
our Earth heritage - is vital for the future
conservation and management of our
environment and its natural resources. 'The
past is the key to the future' is English
Nature's framework for achieving this in
the new millennium. •

Further reading
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esterday, I woke at first
light, peered out and went
back to sleep. Dense fog is
particularly off-putting to
the surveyor of old mine sites. I had
intended to go up to Eclusham
Mountain overlooking Wrexham and
survey the last few mines of the season.
This time last year, I was standing
(well, crouching) on Carmel Head.
Anglesey, in a Force 9 gale with the sea
boiling against the cliffs. my hands
freezing against the lumps of veinstuff I
was attempting to prise from the frozen
ground. Twelve months before that. I was
walking the Pembrokeshire coast-path
opposite Ramsey Island, on a calm. clear
day, as the tide's 'boil' made fascinating
pattems on the water's oily surface. Yes:
this work has not been short of variety. It
has presented just about every kind of
scenery that Wales has to offer. in every
imaginable type of weather condition.
My remit was to smt out the important
metallogenic sites from the rest: a
substantial task since there arc more than a
thousand old meli'll mines in Wales. How
does one go about such a task?

The first step is obvious: locate the site.
I found the I :25000 OS Pathfinder maps
ideal for this. The next step is harder 
irlenti[:y the landowner and obtain
permission for fieldwork. Often, this
involves calling at farm after farm,
dodging snapping dogs, repeating the same
questions until the landowner is contacted.
Occasi.onally it was impossible, so if a
public footp<]th 1'Jassed tIDFOugh the site, I
used it to take a brief look: if not, I
registered the site as "not accessed". The
same went for mines where pennission
was refused. r am pleased to report that this
was very rare indeed. Most farmers were
extremely co-operative, often allowing me
to dlive the ~and Rover across their fields
to the mine.
Your approach is vitally important. I
had the advantages of being part of a Welsh
agricultural community, of living on a farm
and appreciating some of the current
difficulties
facing
many
farmers.

Wels
'Eure

John MlI.wJII is COIning 10 t!le end of rhe Welsh Merallophyre {//ul
Mewllogenic EmlulI/io/l Pwjecr.
The Ilroiecl W(/.I commissioned by lire COIlIlfI)'side Council for Wales (CCW).
/1 was IInderwkell hy Ihe DeplIrtllll'1If oI Geology (I( Ihe Nmionul Museullls alld
Galleries (if Wales (NMG\V) /{J el'alllale Ihe lIIinemlogical ,I'i,es (pm1icularly
old metal mlm'.I") of Wole.l, ill order /(J dmw IIp (/ rruly represenlaril'e
,leleClirJn (~r sile:> Fir o5I(/IU1or)' plVleclion and/or
incorporarion IInder rhe RIGS scheme.
Ajfel' nearly Ihree y(~(/n (/.\" Ihe "mall 011 lhe groulld",
lhis is his aCC{l/lI1r of il1\'esligati/lg Ihe mineralogical weallh of \lhles.

Communicating that appreCiatIOn during
farmyard conversations - demonstrating
respect for their land and livelihood 
breaks down many barriers and vastly
enhances the likelihood of co-operation.
So: now we have located the site,
obtained permission and have arrived.
Some sites consist of a few mounds of
spoil, overgrown with grass. brambles and
blackthorn. particularly the Flintshire
mines along the Carboniferous Limestone
outcrop. Mines there resemble fields full of
giant
grassed-over
molehills.
In
Snowdonia, some sites are remote and
obviously rarely visited, a fact retlected by
the sheer quantity of remaining minerals.
At
aFlY
site.
evaluation
is
straightforward and the time required
dependent on size: scramble over the spoil
heaps, taking representative samples;
investigate
opencut
workings
for
exposures of mineralisation. take a
photograph or two and on to the next site.
My surveys are surface-only; working
mainly alone, it would be foolhardy to
venture underground into unfamiliar
workings.
Samples will be taken home, cleaned.
trimmed, examined under the binocular
microscope, logged and eventually sent for
curation at the NMGW mineral store.
During examination, any unidentified
minerals are sub-sampled and dispatched
to the museum for identification using X
ray ditfraction and/or electron microprobe
analysis. The museum laboratories make
sulphide
particularly
interesting
intergrowths into polished sections for
reflected-light petrological examination.
Combined field and lab results give an
overall picture and a specially designed set
of evaluation criteria gives each site a
numerical score: sites scoring over a

certain amount are immediately eamlarked
for consideration as possible SSSls. So:
that's how it's done - but what is it like?
The work is incredibly variable.
fluctuating unpredictably between the
frustrating and the exciting. This summer, I
had gradually become rather disillusioned
by the lack of interesting mineralogy in the
Flintshire mines. due partly to the sites'
deterioration and partly to the simple
mineralogy of the orefield.

Useful mineralogical material
Attempting to obtain some useful
mineralogical material. I turned to the
working quarries. A quarry manager drove
me up to a freshly blasted pile of limestone
full of calcite veiFls in which numerous
chaJcopyrite inclusi9ns had been oxidised
to azurite, displaying some fine crystals.
This muckpile was to go through the
crushers soon, so I was invited to help
myself.
I mention this to illustrate the catharsis
when, after mallY uninteresting days, in the

ines: the
, moments
right place at the right time. you find
something new of high quality, and the
whole job seems to justify itself again.
There are also the "eureka" moments
\vhich, I suspect. drive all scientists. I had
mine in June 1997 during the Gwynedd
survey. For some years, I had doubted the
accepted view that the milky quartz
sulphide vcins of the Dolgellau Gold-belt
wcre post-Caledonian. For a start. the area
was very close to the Central Wales
Orefield, where the mineralisation is
definitely post-Caledonian - yet so
different from tbat in the Gold-belt.
Furthermore, I bad seen occasional
fragments of vein-quartz on Gold-belt
mine tips which looked deformed. It was
only a hunch - but a strong one.

Wave-cut platform
One afternoon, at low tide, I walked
along the Friog cliffs soutb of Fairbourne,
where Cambrian sediments and intrusives
were said to contain veins tried in the past
for gold. Imagine the moment when I came
upon the first wave-cut platform to see in
wave-polished glory, vein upon vein,
identical in mineralogy and texture to the
other Gold-belt veins, superb folding.
boudinage and fracture-clea~age. On the
wall of one beautifully boudinaged wide
vein, the banded mlldstone host-rocks had
deformed like toothpaste against the
competent vein-quartz. It ,\/as all there, so
clear, so blatant. EUREKAl
A paper describing this superb locality

highlights what is possible when a detailed
survey is undertaken. It may be relevant to
the Welsh Caledonides' geological history
episodic emplacement of vein
mineralisation is always tied in to the
regional geological processes operating at
the time.
There are times when something
completely unexpected turns up. I visited a
small trial working on an unusual fluorite
dominated vein at the margin of the
Mynydd Mawr microgranite near L1yn
Cwellyn. above Beddgelen. I collected a
representative sample suite of fluorite cut
by a fen'mm carbonate-chalcopyrite-quartz
assemblage and later sent some sulphide
rich samples off to the museum for
sectioning.
On later examination. I noted some
unusual grey-white phases in myrmekitic
intergrowth. I requested some electron
microprobe work be done. Richard Bevins
later informed me that the minerals were
rare lead-bismuth tellurides: little had 1
expected this result.
My work has given me many enjoyable
times: one autumn afternoon. coming
down off the Northern Rhinogs after
visiting the manganese workings above
L1yn Eiddew-Mawr. satisfied after a good
day's work I revelled in the mountain
scenery. Up in the wilds of Cwm Pennant
on a sultry summer day. the clouds built up
vertically until all went haywire and
lightning played about the ridges - I was
relieved to get back to the vehicle, but glad
to have been there among it all.
Other less savoury but equally
memorable moments stay with mc:
staggering across six kilometres of
tussocky peat bog in the eastern Moelwyns
carrying a large boulder of arsenopyrite
and sphalerite-cemented breccia in my
rucksack, sharp edges digging into my
back; struggling up Snowdon one August
day, the temperature into the 90s, I visited
Britannia and Clogwyn Coch mines, tben
jogged down the path to L1anberis, meeting
poor souls in bloodstained flip-flops
pleading to be told they would reach the
summit in ten minutes: I crawled under
dense conifers above Abergwesyn to find
some obscure site, wondering if reports of
a big cat in the area were accurate; I had to

Welsh treasures: Parys Mountain (above) and
Friog undercliff with quartz-veined deformed
mudstones (below left).
(Photos by Stewart Campbel/ I
Countryside Council for Wales)

drive the Land Rover at breakneck speed
along the track to Nantiago mine, because
the section of track was being used to test
Renault rally cars - I had two minutes to
cover the rough mile before Didier Auriol
would complete his circuit and come up
behind me at 120mph!

My conclusions
And my conclusions? Well, I think the
most interesting areas of Wales are those
where older rock;> and particularly volcanic
sequences occur. They have been subjected
to the most complex sequence of events:
metalliferous sea-tloor exhalation; vein
systems emplaced by hydrothermal
circulation about volcanic centres;
metamorphism of pre-existing veins and
metalliferous horizons; development of
metamorphic segregation bodies and
"finally the emplacement in post
Caledonian extensional structures of
regional crustiform veins, possibly related
to the same events that emplaced the
Pennine-type deposits of NE Wales.
The older the rocks. the more has
happened to them. The best sites expose
metallogenic features in silLt, so sometimes
the best sites are not mines but forestry
track cuttings.
I hope the selected sites will be
appreciated and looked after by geologists
for many years to come.
And finally, I suggest that if you see a
previously undisturbed mine tip being
bulldozed. stop and have a look at what is
revealed. Earthrnoving facilities may well
tum up something new. •

Rock for the
rest of us

Nobles, Gralwm. England 
The Nature of the Land.
1999. Colin Baxter
Photography and English
Nature. Price £20 (£ 16 with
offer form inserted into this
issue of Earth Heritage).
ISBN I 841070025.

Lucy, Gerald. Essex Rock: A look beneath
the Essex landscape. 1999. (Essex Rock &
Mineral Society). £6.95. Available from Essex
Rock & Mineral Society. 7 Barnards Court.
Saffron Walden. Essex CB I 0 I JS.
This is the book for those who think Essex
Rock began with Ian Dury and ended with
Blur! More seriously. it .is also the book for
people like me. geo-plebs. naturalists and
conservationists for whom the erudite
geological literature is a jargon-ridden black
hole. At last we have been provided with a
readable and fascinating account of the
geological history and composition of our
county.
The book aims to popularise geology in a
way that loses nothing of its learnedness. In
this. it succeeds admirably. Technical terms
have been kept to a minimum. and where they
are necessary. they are generally well
expla.ined, although a glossary of key terms
might have been useful.
The largely soft geology of Essex is an
acquired taste. but Gerald Lucy has
successfully commurricated his enthusiasm for
the topic. such that I now really want to get out
there and see it. The gazetteer of places of
interest makes that a practical proposition.
Moreover. it provides a comprehensive account
of the geological events and processes which
have shaped our landscape, which will prove of
immense value in interpretation of the
countryside and distributions of species within
it. especially when used alongside the
geological chapter in Jermyn"s 1974 Flora of

Essex.
If I have any criticism, it must be in relation
to the illustrations. I have no quibble with their
quality or relevance - Clive Walpole has done
an excellent job - but the small format of the
book means it is sometimes necessary to flick
several pages ahead to locate a particular photo
or drawing. However. this is a small price to
pay for the handy pocket size. I would also
have appreciated scale bars on the otherwise
superb drawings of fossils. Likewise. the
setting of captions in a different typeface would
have helped to distinguish them from the main
text.
This book represents incredibly good value.
and provides a popular yet authoritative
account which is unlikely to be surpassed.
Everyone who has an interest in Essex geology.
landscape and wildlife should get and use a
copy. And every county oeeds a book like this.
It comes appropriately at a time when the Essex
RIGS group is in resurrection. and with this
book at the helm. it would seem that the study
and conservation of Essex Rock has an assured
future.

- Chris Gibson
English Nature, Colchester

Various authors. RIGS Handbook. 1999.
Royal Society for Nature Conservation. £20
inc. P+P. Available from RSNC. The Kiln.
Waterside, Mather Road. Newark NG24
IWT.
This handbook fulfils several valuable
functions that make it a must for all RIGS
groups. It provides background making the
role of RIGS groups clear. information and
ideas about the running of groups on a day
to-day basis and useful references. It is
described as 'organic' and interaction with
the groups is encouraged. This philosophy is
very appropriate and places an onus on the
local groups to provide corrections and
updates to the factual information and
reactions to the descriptive sections. This
interaction will be essential if the Handbook.
presently five chapters. is to remain reliable
and relevant.
Chapter 1: After a brief introduction, the
role, relevance and need for, and history of,
RIGS are described. The roles of related
organisations are outlined. The chapter sets
the scene well and the points are expanded
later.
Chapter 2: Just about every organisation
relevant to RIGS appears here. This chapter
needs to be up-to-date, accurate and
comprehensive if it is to retain its integrity. It
will need the support of local groups to report
changes or omissions, and the onus should be
firmly on them to ensure information is
submitted.
Chapter 3: I found this chapter gave me a
good overview of the position of RIGS
within the world of cooservation. giving brief
descriptions of the roles and responsibilities
of various bodies, from UNESCO to local
government and planning departments.
While it is a bit catalogue-like, the
information is succinct, relevant and
understandable.

Chapter 4: The nitty-gritty of setting up
and running a RIGS group is covered very
well. giving ideas and guidance on the
composition of RIGS groups (involving more
than geologists and geomorphologists), their
aims and role. the constitution. charitable
status. trustees, projects and audits. As a new
group. the chapter gave us invaluable
guidance about what we should be doing, and
how. I am glad to say we
had taken most things in
hand. Established groups
should also find the
chapter useful for its
organisational
ideas.
some of which I shall
take to other groups I
belong to.
Chapter 5: A very
practical
chapter,
outlining legal resp
onsibilities, health
and
safety.
risk
assessment.
acci
dents.
insurance.
indemnity.
site
access.
respon
sible
sampling/
collecting. Given the
current justifiable concerns
such matters. this chapter gives good
guidance.
Further chapters are to come on recording.
interpreting> and managing sites. planning.
fund-raising, education. wildlife and RIGS in
urban areas.
Appendices elaborate the information in
the chapters and provide useful references.

- Peter Allen
Essex RIGS Group
• Production of the RIGS Handbook has
been financially supported by the Hanson
Environment Fund. Shell UK, English
Nature and Scottish Natural Heritage.

How cool is Peterborough?
..\ hooklet whkh tells the story of Peterborough from the last !re Age is amilahle
\ia mail order. E\'idence from sediments deposited in tlte area. and from the fossils
contained within them. paint a graphic tale of events from 130.Ullll years ago. The'
publication contains an up-tn-date introduction to the QuaternaQ' Period as a \\hole
and serves as a useful introduction to that time period. Proceeds from the sale of the
hook \\i11 go towards making casts of the cxhibils from the recent Cuol Peterhorough,
PeterhtJrou~h ill the Ice ,-\~es exhibition so that tile)' can be put on permanent disllllI):;
..\ CUP) can he ohtained from Langford Editorial Services. 16l\lagnolia A\enuc~
Longthorpc, Peterborough by sending a cheque for £3 made pa)'ablc to H.E,
Langford. The cost includes p+p.

The Lizard, Cornwall 
formed from a series of
igneous and metamorphic
rocks known as The Lizard
Complex.
Ingleborough,
North Yorkshire - a treasure
trove of geological and
geomorphological features.
including limestone pave
ment. Dungeness. Kent - the
largest shingle beach in
Britain.
These are a few of the
outstanding
geological
features
atmospherically
captured through the lens of
photographer Graham Nobles
on a tour of England's National Nature Reserves.
The rich, colour photographs. taken throughout the seasons and
over a period of almost three years. are a feast for the eyes. As you
would expect. geology is well represented, but the book is a mix
of all that is good and special - geological and biological - within
England's NNR series. At a time when an integrated approas!1lO
Earth heritage and wildlife conservation is increasingly used, this
blend seems appropriate.
English Nature part-funded production of the book which is.
above all, a photographic celebration. "Most of all. they are very
special places and it is this specialness which this book
celebrates." says English Nature Cbairman, Baroness Young of
Old Scone, in the foreword. It marks the 50th anniversary of the
legislation which established the concept of NNRs. Succinct
captions give the reader just enough to enhance the enjoyment of
each picture in its hardbacked 120 pages.

Highton, A. j. 1999. Solid Geology of the
Aviemore District - Memoir for 1:50 000
Geological sheet 74E (Scotland).
ISBN 011 884539 X
Monro, S, K. 1999. Geology of the Irvine
District - Memoir for 1:50 000 Geological
Sheet 22W and part of Sheet 21E (Scotland).
lSBN 0 I I 884 5500
Floyd, j. D. 1999. Geology of the Carrick
Loch DOOll District - Memoir for 1:50 000
Geological Sheets 8W and 8E (Scotland).
ISBN 011 8845403
These three memoirs cover three very
different parts of Scotland - one in the
Highlands, one in the Midland Valley. one in
the Southern Uplands - so unsurprisingly
they follow rather different formats.
The memoir for sheet 74E is called Solid
geology of the Al'ielllore District and thus
doesn't give more than a passing mention to
the Quaternary interest. I was disappointed
that there is no sketch map showing an
overview of the geology, but beyond that
there was little to dis~lppoint. The

Like gold dust
McMillan. A.A., Gilul1Iders. R.]. and Fairllllrst, j.A. Building Stones
of Edinburgh. 1999. Edinhurgh Geological Society. 235pp. Price
£9.50. ISBN 0-9().4.1.()-IO-9.

"A veritable mine of infonnation that can't be got for love nor
money". This wa.~ onc reply from a gcologiL:ally aware bookshop
assistant. when I was making cnl.Juiries during my quest for a copy of
the first edition of Building Stones (Jf Edinburgh. To my delight the
long-awaited second cdirion of fluilding Stones of Edinburgh is now
published and is de~linecllike it~ preJece~sor. tu be a popular and
treasured item.
Sprouting from the gener:llly publication-free and stony ground
between geology and archiltlcture, this hook will be of use and
considerable interest to the building Slone conservator. the architectural
historian. the gcotouriM, indu~trial nrchacologist and architect. It is an
easy-lo-read and accessible compendium of infonnation and invaluable
guide to the geology of Edinburgh's built envirunment. Based around
eight well written chaptel' and backed by :.evcrnl appendices. the book
starts by outlining the geological characteristics and origins of
Edinburgh's huilding stones lInd their properties. It then describes how
the building stones were worked and where they can be seen around
the city. Map~, sketch figures. numerous black and white photographs
and colour platcs of quarries and eXllmples of Edinburgh building
stone. are used to illustrate this pocket-sized book.
Interest in the book ma)" ex-tend beyond it!. intended purpose. and
raise a more general awareness of geology and the built environment.
In the 18th, 19th and early 20th celllury the links between geology and
the built environment JIlust have been aJltoo apparent. with the huge
stone quarries of Hailes and Craigleith being on the dlKlr step of the
city. With the quarries long. gone. the morc widely available 2nd ~dition
Bui/dinS Stones of Edinburgh. will help restore the links that have been
lost and revitaJil>e an awareness of geological origins of the built
environmelU of I::idinburgh. In the wider arena it will hopefully play it<;
part in fuelling the renaissance in the use of natural Scottish stone in
the conservation and restor.1tion of the city's architectural heritage and
in the constTuction of new buildings. not only in Edinburgh. but around
the country.

- Colin MacFadyen
Scottish Natural Heritage

introduction provides clear and simple
summaries of the Central Highland
controversy - Moine or Dalradian? - and of
the regional geology.
The rest of the memoir is devoted to
describing the rocks of the area, with useful
geochemislry sections. The photographs and
diagrams are good, although some of the
photos would have looked great in colour'
Generally. this is a very useful study of the
geology of the Aviemore area, and indeed
provides a good introduction to the general
geology of the Central Highlands.
The memoir on the Geology of the In-ine
District does have a sketch JIlap at the front.
although the rock ages are not included in the
key. Most of the memoir is occupied with
comprehensive
descriptions
of
the
Carboniferous strata which underlie most of
the area. including a detailed chapter on
biostratigraphy. A thickness variation map is
given for nearly every formation, possibly at
the expense of other diagrams and photos.
Unlike the Aviemore memoir. this one has
extensive chapters on applied geology,

geophysics and Quaternary history - as befits
an area whose industrial development was
based around mineral extraction. All in all,
this is a very useful description of the whole
geological history of the area.
The third memoir, The geology of the
Cm'rick - Loch Doon District. appears to be
aimed more towards specialists. Although it
has a good sketch map of the geology at the
front, it omits a simple summary of the
geology in the introduction and is also
amazingly short of photographs.
However, there is a lot of detail crammed
in, with plenty of information about
biostratigraphy of the sedimentary rocks and
about petrogenesis of the igneous rocks.
There is a good chapter on geophysics. but
those on Quaternary and applied geology are
brief. And, rather sadly, Appendix 4,

Geochronology o{ the Loch Doon and
Caimsmore of Fleet Pluton. doesn't actually
mention the Loch Doon plutonl

- Kathryn Goodenough
Scottish Natural Heritage

Ingleborough.
North Yorkshire,
contains one of
the finest sUItes
of surface and
karst landforms
to be found in
Britain.
It is one of the

subjects of
England - The
Nature of the
Land.
a new book of
photographs of
NatIonal Nature
Reserves In
England by
Graham Nobles.
The publication

;s reviewed on
page 27.
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